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each other, but only with the pump to change the , completely. To guard against such a calamity it is I Argand to accomplish his great work, and to produce 
liquor. The hides are laid nicely one on top of another, considered advisable to make wide main driving belts an oil burner associated with a glass chimney, by 
and loose ground bark spread between each hide, and I with parallel joints. For example: A 60 inch double means of which the flame of a cylindrical wick was when the vat is full it is filled with tannin liquor of belt will be made of two 33 inch pieces joined parallel, fed with air internally and externally, whereby vastly 
from 25 to 30 deIVees in streng�h. The hides intend�d �it� a three inch lap, making one solid pi�ce 60 .inch�s , improved combustio� of t�e oil vapor was effected, the 
for belting receIve at least SIX layers of bark, or In In WIdth, and on the upper part put a 33 mch pIece m smoky and snuffy sohd wIcks then used for oil lights other words, are changed six times in the lay-aways; the center and two 18 inch pieces on the edges, alI I were banished and the maintenance of a clear, steady 
the first time they are changed after lying ten days, joined with paraUel laps; this cemented together will flame rendered possible. Briefly stated, the great in­
and then five days are added after each layer, so that make a 60 inch double belt with unbroken surface, and vention consisted of the introduction of a hollow 
the hides in the last or sixth layer will take forty days as one solid piece of leather having a uniform tension cylindrical instead of a solid wick, working on a hollow 
to absorb the tannin liquor and penetrate the leather. and able to withstand an equal strain over the belt metal cylinder open at the bottom and at the top, 
Each time fresh ground bark is spread between the transversely as well as parallel, and thus will prevent whereby air was admitted into the center of the burn­
hides and then covered with tannin liquor. such large, heavy driving belts from collapsing at the ing ring at the top to the wick. A glass cylinder out-The leaching and grinding of the bark is an im- parallel joints. Every one must admit that main belts side the wick drew up a circular current of air, and 
portant factor in a tannery. The large pieces of bark made on this plan are superior, �n? more reliable, and caused it to impinge upon the outside >lurface of the 
taken from the oak tree are thrown into a hopper- would come mto general use if It �ere not for the flame, and also prevented irregular draughts and puffs 
shaped mill or grinder, which resembles a coffee additional cost of labor and material m making them. of air from striking the flame. With this burner was 
grinder on a large scale. The ross on the outside of ----- - �� associated a cistern, so placed that the oil should flow 
the bark creates a great deal of dust, and contains by gravitation down the supply pipe to the burner, 
little or no tannin, but it cannot be severed from the OILS FOR LIGHTHOUSES AND LIGHTSHIPS.* and, i=ersing the wick would be maintained in the 
rind which really contains the aCid; from the bark mill By E. PRICE EDWARDS. burner tube at a constant level very near to the top of the ground bark is elevated into large tubs which have the burner, the portion of wick above this level being 
false bottoms or receivers underneath to take up the THIS paper is not intended to reopen the contro- fed with oil by capillary a�tIOn, the oil creeping up the tannin liquor. After a tub is filled with ground bark, versy in respect of the relative merits of oil, gas, and wick to the burning point. Of the further extension 
a rotary sprinkler is set in motion to saturate the bark electricity as lighthouse illuminants. My pUrPose is of the Argand principle I shall speak presently. I 
with' a spray of water or liquor, which percolates to give a simple account of the use of various kmds of refer now to M. Argand's great invention because it 
through the ground bark, and on its way to the bottom oil for the illumination of lighthouses and lightships marks the period of the real advent of oil as an illu­
catches up the tannic acid contained in the bark; at in this and neighboring countries; to show what has minant for lighthouses. 
times warm water is used to facilitate the operation, been done in the past and what is being done at the At the period indicated fish oils of several kinds were 
also weak tannin liquor is used sometimes with good present time. employed for various purposes, including illumination, 
effect; however, old school tanners prefer cold water, It shou�d also . be underst?od that � do not �ropose but the lighthouse authorities seem, by common con­
which they claim makes purer and sweeter tannin to en�er mto mI��te techm�l detaIls regardmg the sent, to have adopted spermacetI oil, obtained from 
liquor. After the receivers at the bottom of these chemIcal composItIOn of the OIls, but shall l?resent to (the South Sea whale, as the most suitable for their 
tanks are filled, the contents are pumped into large y.ou facts of a morE; or less general but essentially prac- I purposes, and at the clos, of the last century this was, 
supply tanks, from which the liquor is distributed t�cal ch�racter, �hICh have co�e under my. observa- in the northern latitudes, in pretty general use. From 
through the tannery as required. tIO� �hIle carrymg out .my dutIes as an offiCIal of the about 1790 sperm oil was burned with good results in 
The leaching process is the most interesting and Tnmt� House CorporatIOn. . . the Argand lamps used for lighthouses in England, 
valuable operation in the tannery, and upon its skill- T�e Importance of the subJect as .a!fec�mg thE; saf�ty Scotland, and Ireland, the United States, France, and 
ful management depends the financial success of the ?f hfe and property at sea, and faCIlItatmg n�VlgatIOn other European countries up to 1832. In that year 
business. Opinions differ very materially as to the best m the dangerous waters �ear t� oUF shoFes, wIll proba- France changed her oil, but Great Britain and Ireland method. The large round leach tubs, such as described, bly be regarded as. sU�CIent JustIficatIOn for its pre- held on to the sperm for another twelve· years, the 
are the most popular now in use" however, many sentment befo�e thIS SOCIety. . authorities being well satisfied with its suitability and 
tanners still adhere (and some with success) to the old Up to the lillddle of the last century, and m so�e efficiency, and being apparently unwilling to make a 
square pressed leach tubs, in which the ground bark �ases up to the ear!y part of th.e present century, B:lt- change which might prove of doubtful advantage. At 
is simply soaked or steeped in water and left for a Ish and other sea lights wer.e SImply bonfires fed wI�h this time the market price of sperm oil ranged from 58. 
length of time, until the tannic acid is extracted from wood or coals, or bales ?f {!Itch. and oakum, burned m to 8s. per gallon, and there was no lack of the �om­
the bark. Opinions also differ as to using steam or open fixed grates, or swmgmg Iron baskets, known as modity. But as time went on prices showed a con­
hot water; however all have their merits. "ch�uffers." Such lights as guides or wa�ings to tinued upward tendency; ' ominous rumors were 
Very strange and erroneous ideas prevail among manners were frequently of the least serv!ce wh.en current that the' supply, being dependent upon the 
those who use leather, and have no knowledge of the most �eeded ;. at the bes.t they �ere uncertam and m- success of the whaling industry, would become re­
art of tanning; certainly it is an art, and one of the suffiCIe�t, t�e.lr smoky, Ill-burmn.g flames or red h<?t stricted as the demand increased. Furthermore, colza 
oldest handed down to us. The general opinion pre- fu�l bemg VISIble at very short dIstances at sea. It IS or rapeseed oil was entering into competition with 
vails that leather made in "ye olden time" is superior saId, however, to have ?ee� an advantag� possessed by it at about half the jJrice, and in 1845, after care­
to ours of the present time, but such is not the case; in �hese bonfires that theIr . light was, at tImes, reflected ful experiments, the Trinity House Corporation acted 
fact, the fundamental process of tanning to-day is pre- m th.e sky, whereby. �armers w�re enable� to fix aJl- UJlon the recommendation of a select fIlommittee of cisely the same as that of a thousand years ago, except prOXImately the pOSItIOn of the lig�t tower Itself. The tlie House of Parliament, and determined to adopt 
that we enjoy improved machinery and appliances employment of these fiery materIals �eems to have: this oil for their lighthouses and lightships in lieu 
which further the process and improve the material. lessened when candles o! tallow ca�e mto us�. One of sperm, on account, chiefly, of the much lower 
When the leather is taken from- the last layer of trustworthy record o! thIS we find m . Smeaton s work price of the former. 
bark, it is oiled on the grain and hung up in a dark- on th� Eddystone ;r.lg�thous�, wherem he says that This is the oil which had been nsed in French light­ened room to dry· to obtain a nice clear russet color the hght was mamtamed WIth twenty-four candles, houses since 1832 with good effect The oil is ob­
the place must be'kept at an even temperature, and "Wh.ereof five made two pounds." He further tells us tained by expression from the seeds of the rape 
very little heat used. After the leather is thoroughly that It �as very necessary to keep'. the . lantern cool, plant, a small wild cabbage (Brassica oleracea) grown 
dried it is put up in rolls containing five butts (hides) co�plall�t havmg been made . of 'It bemg so hot, es- to a considerable extent in France and Belgium. 
each, and whenever a carload is ready it is shipped to peCIapy m the summer'"
as to g:Ive much trouble by the Its price per gallon was then 3s. 6d., as against 71'. 
New York; here it is again examined and weighed, �unmng of the c!l'nd�es. It WI.11 be�nderstood that an for sperm, and, therefore, its adoption effected a large 
and all butts not suited for belting are thrown out and llllPortant functIon m connectIOn WIth the use of tal- saving. When its employment was under considera­
finished into sole leather for shoe purposes. low c�ndles was the snuffing of them, and . the old tion some trials as to its value as a lighthouse illu-
The perfect hides for belting are soaked in warm clock m the Edd�stone tower was set to strIke once minant showed that the lamps then in use with 
water, and the center part cut out and used for prime every half hour' to warn the keepers when to snuff sperm were not suited for burning this vegetable 
belting; the waste or offal is finished and rolled for the c.andles." oil; but, by the efforts of Mr. Wilkins, of London, 
shoe purposes. When the pieces are thoroughly It IS not easy to fi�d any exact records .of .what was Mr. George Herbert, of the Trin�ty House, and Mr. 
scoured and cleansed they are oiled on the grain and t�e actual p�actlce m respect o! the maJonty of the Stevenson, in Scotland, who each designed a lamp 
hung up to dry, and when in a semi-dry condition, lIghth<?uses m those �omparatlvely dark ages, but suitable for burning rapeseed oil this difficulty was 
they receive a coat of stuffin� made of equal parts of s�ated m general terms It may be acce}>ted t�at woo�, overcome. It was also found that with suitable 
cod oil and beef tallow. ThIS is done to preserve the pItch bale�, coals, and candles w�re the mam mUmI- burners the light-yielding powers of the fish and 
leather and make it .pliable for the transmission of nants for lIghthouses up to the �Iddle o� the l!l'st cen- vegetable oils were about equal, while there was no 
power. After the stuffing has entered the pores, which tury, and that they were all mIserably meffiCIent for material difference as regards consumption. Thence­
takes about 24 hours, the leather is subjected to great the pur�ose. . . " forward all classes of burners nsed in lighthouses 
strain in large stretching machines. Great care and As a� lllu�llnatmg agent for domestIc purposes, OIls and on board lightships in the United Kingdom were 
good judgment must be manifested in this part of the of vanous kmds .hav� been, as. you mu.st .all be aware, ,gradually adapted for the use of the new oil. Itil 
process. Each piece of leather must receive an equaliz- employed from tIme ImmemorIal, and It IS more . than' great safety, its effective illuminating power, and its 
ing strain because of the peculiar formation of the p�obable tha.t, for small harbor and fis�ermen's lights, economy, as compared with sperm oil, combined to 
hide, the fibers being very fine and closely knit to- ?il of .some kmd was .used, but the apP?ances for burn- cause it to be regarded as a most desirable illuminant; 
gether on the back of the animal, and running coarser mg 011 were then s� Imperf�ct that a lIght so produced and for many years it has been in use, latterly, how­
and thicker toward the flanks. It is of the highest was regar�ed as qUIte �ferIOr to a coal fire. . I ever, in diminishing quantities. In connection with importance for belts intended for electric light plants Not untIl the mve�tIO� of the Argand 011 burn�r, the contracts made for the supply of this oil for light­to have an equal tension over the entire surface of the about 1784, �as anythm� lIke a real advance.made .m house pUTJ?oses, the greatest care has alwals been ex­belt; therefore, the stretching process of belt leather the. use of 011 f?r sea lIghts. Mo.st of the. dIfficultIes! ercised to msure the oil so supplied being 0 the purest needs the utmost care, and should receive the closest WhICh had preVIOusly prevented 011 from bE;m� used for ,and best quality. The samples submitted with the 
attention. After the pieces of leather are thoroughly that purpose were overcome by the. sple�did �ventIOn . annual tenders, and the deliveries subsequently made 
stretched, they are worked smooth on the grain side, of M. Arg�nd, a.nd t.henceforward OIl .qUICkly dlsplace!i I by the contractor, were subjected to severe tests, com­and both by hand and machine labor are set down as all other Illummatmg agents for lightJ;Iouses. It .IS prising chemical examination for free acids or adulte 
solid and compact as possible; then they are put into �ow �ore than one hundred years a.go smce that dIS- I rating elements, test of capaCity to withstand congela­
a drying room and thoroughly dried. Afterward one tll�gUIshed Frenchma� {!erfecte� hIS b:urner, and to: tion at 25° F. , sixteen hours' continuous burning, 
edge of the pieces is straightened, and they are then this day the large maJo�It� of 011-burn�ng lamps are during which period the wick must not be trimmed, and 
cut into whatever width of belt they are best. suited con�tructed . on the prmClple then discovered and measurements of the illuminating power taken every 
for; the }>ieces of each width are matched accurately realIzed by hllll. . . I few hours, and, at the end, the wick carefully exam­
as to thickness, and then the laps (joints) are cut by a Perhaps I. may '!:>e he:e :permItted to refer l;mefly to I ined, to see if any incrustation had formed which 
machine, the edges of the laps are feathered, and the the mann�r m WhICh ?Il . IS consu�ed and hght pro-I would injuriously affect the maintenance of the light. 
joints cemented (glued) together, and pressed under a duced �hIle . a lamp. IS m operatIOn. Of course, the Each cask of oil delivered is sampled, and carefully 
hydraulic press, which pressure is considered the best pr�cess.ls qUIte falillh�r to many of my he.arers; but, I tested, as above indicated, to insure its being of a 
by all first class belt makers. �s It wIll b� a convemenc� to me .to state It here, and I quality equal to that submitted with the tender of 
Rivets are now rarely put into belts;. a double belt It �ay pOSSIbly- be useful mformatIOn to some of you, ! the firm holding the contract. Any impurity in colza 
well cemented is good for all ordinary purposes, and � WIll ask the mdulge�ce of those who . know all about: oil is tolerably certain to make itself evident in the 
rivets are superfluous; however, certain fastenings, It: In the �rst place, It should be re�lize� that, when j burning; the foreign substance will most probably 
such as endless copper wire screws, which do not ob- 011 of any kmd IS cons�med, by burnmg }n !l' l!l'mp �r ; carbonize in the wick at the burning point, and will 
struct the surface or unnecessarily stiffen the belt, are else�here, and flame IS the result, the liqUId Itsel� IS ; hinder the proper quantity of oil being evaporated, 
a benefit; especially when the belt comes in contact not �nflamed. We talk freel! enough of the burnmg thus impairing the effectiveness of the flame, and, if 
with water or too much oil, this fastening prevents the of OIl, b�t w�at really b�rns IS the v:apor or gas of the prolonged, causing it to sink, so as to be of no value as 
belt from coming apart, and holds the leather firmly 011. In lIghtmg a la�p, m �he first msta�ce, the fla�e a light. It is obvious that the strictest tests are a 
together. of a tape� or match IS applied to. a portIOn of the 011- necessity. The oil for the Trinity House service, when All main driving belts over 40 inches in width have s?d!ien WICk, and the he.at ?f thIS flame converts the approved, is started into large iron cisterns, each capa­
to be made in sections, consisting of two or more pieces 011 m that P!trt of the w�ck mto vaJ>.or or ga�, and the I ble of holding 9,000 gallons, and, after being allowed of leather cemented together; the average hide for sa.me flame Ig�ites the oil vapor. The burnmg vapor I to settle down for a month or two, a process which im­belting does not contain mor
.
e than 40 inches in width I wIll.t�en co�t�nue th� manufactu�e of more vapor, 8;s . proves all animal and vegetable oils, is drawn off into of solid leather suited for belting; very rarely over a�dltIOnal mIlS supphed to the �Ick, an? thus t�e 011, iron drums (five gallons each) tinned inside and dis­that; therefore, wide main belts are made in sections. ,,:ll� be consumed' by evaporatIOn, �ntil there IS . no I patched by the lighthouse tender to the lighthouse or 
Ordinarily the pieces are not lapped parallel, but ?Il m �he lamp to be drawn up the WICk for c�mv�rsJO� lightship. simply butted. For example: A 60 inch double belt mto o}l vapor. One ot�er pomt to be borne. m mmd �s I In 1852, a new Lighthouse Board, for the United 
receives two 30 inch pieces for the first layer, laid side that, m .the act of burnmg, the vapor combmes chemI- States of America, w� constituted, and one of the first 
by side, and a 3O:inch piece over the center of the two cally wI!h the o�yg.en of the atmosphere; a?d, �s questions thel dealt with was that relating to the lower pieces to break the joint, and two 15 inch pieces oxygen IS the prmCIpal supporter .of comb.u�tIOn. It, substitu!ion 0 a?other and che�per oil in place of the on top of each edge of the lower layer to cOIIlplete the follows that, the �ore effectually air contammg oxy- sperm 011 there m use. Followmg the lead of France width; thus the belt is cemented together. However, g�n can be .supphed to th� flame, the more perfect and and England, they inquired as to the possibility of eu'· 
for electric light plants where belts are run at high VIgorous wIll be th� burnlllg of t�e yapor. . i ploying rape seed oil. The difficulty experienced in 
speed and with variable power (which produces sudden It was the recogmtion of this pnuCIple which enabled. their investigation was that this oil would have to be 
�train)\ the seam of thesp. butted joint belts, in several * Read before the Society of Arts, London, 1892. From the Juurnal of i imp?rted from Euro�e, as no available means existed 
mstances, broke, doubled up and destroyed the belts, the 80ciety. I for ItS home productIon. An endeavor was made by 
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the Board to stimulate the cultivation of the rape I mineral, which was found to contain a much larger I mineral oil; but suggestions were made to him at the 
plant and the manufacture of the oil in America, but percentage of carbon than the coals he had previously time as to the mode in which four consecutive wicks 
without success. While this effort was in progress, distilled. Subjecting this new raw material to his were used in some lighthouse oil burners. Upon this 
Professor Henry made a number of experiments with process, he succeeded in extracting from it as much as hint Captain Doty appears to have acted promptly, for 
various oils, but more particularly with lard oil, 120 gallons of crude oil per ton. There being exten- he shortly afterward produced three and four wick 
and arrived at the conclusion that it was possible to I sive fields of bituminous shale in Scotland, the extrac- burners adapted to burn mineral oil, which burners he 
burn this oil satisfactorily in lighthouse lamps. More- tion of paraffin oil rapidly grew into an important subsequently, as we have seen, introduced to the 
over, it could with facility be manufactured in Am- industry. French authorities with some success. The Trinity 
erica, and supplied at a price considerably less than Briefly stated, the process is to place the shale in re- House engineer and the engineer to the Commissioners 
would have had to be paid for colza. Consequently, torts to which a gradually increasing heat is applied. of Northern Lights were at the time experimenting, 
about 1861 lard oil became the illuminant in all the light- All the volatile constituents of the shale are thus with the object of adapting the then existinglighthouse 
houses of the United States, a special lam� for burn- vaporized 
b
and the vapors so formed conducted off by burners for the combustion of mineral oil. The Trinity 
ing it having been designed by Mr. Joseph Funckl the pipes, to e condensed. The whole of the resultant House proceeded with the investigations and trials, 
foreman of the lamp shop of the United States LIght- condensed liquid is crude oil, a dark green viscous and ultimatelY the Douglass mineral oil burner was 
house Board. The principle of the lamp was that of fluid with specific gravity of 0'870 to 0'885. A consider- perfected. The Northern Commissioners accepted 
the Argand, but its specialty was that the reservoir I able quantity of the vapor remains uncondensed, and Captain Doty's burner as furnishing a solution to their for the oil was so placed that the heat of the flame is led off to be utilized for heating purposes. The next inquiry. The deliberate proceedings taken in connec­
passed through its center, it being a necessity in order process is the distillation of the crude oil in order to tion with the introduction of paraffin as a lighthouse 
to get the best effects from this oil that it be kept at a obtain from it the various products required. This is illuminant are justified by the important considera­
high temperature, it having a marked tendency to also a gradual operation, and is continued until the tions which must be taken into account, before a safe 
congeal at temperatures below the normal. oil is distilled to dryness. The first application of and well tried oil could be displaced in favor of an oil 
The possibility of using petroleum had been many heat to the still releases the most volatile ell'ments ; as having, to say the least of it, a doubtful reputation. 
times mooted in the United States, but no safe the heat is increased, the heavier portions of the crude Elaborate and careful trials were conducted by Dr. 
methods of burning it at this date seem to have been oil are vaporized. It is important to note this oper- Stevenson Macadam, in Scotland, and Professor Tyn­
available. Sundry accidents had happened in its man- ation, showing the quality of the different paraffin dall and Mr. Valentin, in England, ably assisted by 
ipulation, and petroleum had gained the reputation of burning oils as extracted. The early distillate is given the engineers to the respective Lighthouse Boards; 
being a dangerous) explosive liquid, which should only up to the production of gasoline and naphtha, and is and, in 1870, Dr. Macadam reported that" paraffin oil be handled with tne greatest amount of caution. It cut off when the condensed vapor in a liquid state has consumed in Doty's lamps, alike from readiness in trim­
was not, therefore, thought desirable to depart from a specific gravity of 0'770. These products are highly in- ming and lighting up, from steadiness of flame, and 
using the safe lard oil. As late as 1872 a committee flammable, that is to say, they will vaporize at compar- high photogenic power, possesses decided advantages 
from the Trinity House of London visited America, atively low temperatures. The next section of the distil- over colza oil for lighthouse illumination; while the 
and found lard oil in general use in the lighthouses of late is devoted to burning oilsl.�the s'pecific gravity of quality of the best mineral oil now to be obtained in the country, and it continued to be so employed up to which ranges from 0'770 to 0'800. It IS this section.with the market renders the employment of paraffin oil 
1879. The average price paid for it was 1 dollar 10 which we are chiefly concerned. The further extension pyactically safe." In 1871 Dr. Tyndall supported Mr. 
cents per gallon, as against 1 dollar 64 cents for sperm. of the distillation yields lubricating oils containing solid Valentin III a strong recommendation that the use of 
Among other vegetable oils which have been used paraffin. The burning oil is subjected to chemical paraffin oil be extended stating that" the consensus of 
for lighthouses may be mentioned olive and cocoanut treatment for purifying, and a process of fractional evidence leaves no doubt upon the mind that, as re­
oils. The former has yielded very satisfactory results distillation to enable the oils to be separated into dif- gards cost and illuminating power, the paraffin light 
in a burning test made at the Trinity House about six ferent qualities to suit the markets. For the general really possesses the advantages claimed for it;" while, 
years ago; the illuminating power obtained being public the lighter oils are appropriated, having a speci- from the practical point of view, Messrs. Stevenson 
quite equal to that obtained from the best colza. The fic gravity ranging from 0'795 to 0'810, and none of these and Mr. Douglass reported most favorably upon the 
oil, however, was quite solid at 25° Fahr. It was, in can be vaporized at temperatures below 90° F. (Abel new illuminant, and upon the safety and effective­
former days, used in some Irish lighthouses, and many test). The oil for lighthouses is specially selected, and ness with which it could be used in lighthouses. By the 
of the Mediterranean lights were also illuminated by has specific gravity of from 0'810 to 0'820 and cannot be year 1873, all doubt had disappeared, and paraffin was 
its agency ; but its cost, in 1867, was about 6s. per gal- vaporized until subjected to a heat of 145° F. Let me rapidly displacing colza oil in the majority of light­
Ion, .as against 3s. for colza; therefore it could have no here observe that the temperature at which mineral houses in the United Kingdom. 
chance in the competition with colza, apart from its oil can be vaporized is the test of the safety of any While European authorities were adopting paraffin 
liability to congeal. It is still used in some of the such oil, and is known as its flashing point. The vapor as a lighthouse illuminant, the United States authori­
small Mediterranean and Asiatic lights. evolved is inflammable in the open and explosive if ties again resolved to give consideration to the matter. 
Cocoanut oil has been, and still is, employed to a confined. I do not mean that any spontaneous inflaming They had become better acquainted with and possibly 
considerable oxtent for lighthouses in India and Cey- or explosion will take place, but simply that the ap- less timorous of the petroleum which was spouting up 
lon, but it is now being displaced by mineral oils. plication of flame to the vapor will ignite it. Specific so freely in their country. The action of Mr. James 
A sample tried at Trinity House showed that, when gravity in itself is not a test to be depended upon. Young, and the development of the paraffin industry, 
kept in a liquid state, it could be burned, and yielded The lighthouse oil, it may be observed, does not give opened their eyes to the possibilities of utilizing the 
fairly satisfactory illuminating results; but it was out dangerous vapor until it is heated to a tempera- rock oil of their country. It is a curious fact that, be­
necessary to keep a lamp burning under the oil cistern ture above 145° F. fore the Americans knew the value of their petroleum, 
to keep it fluid. It is not at all adapted for illumin- As I before remarked, the industry of making paraffin the process of distilling shale and making paraffin, 
ating purposes in these latitudes, as it becomes solid at burning oils is a large one in Scotland, the whole hav- under Young's patent, was carried on in America. 
ordinary temperatures. Moreover, its price here would ing grown out of the enterprise and skill of Mr. James When they realized what their great possessions were, 
not have allowed it to compete with colza. Young, encouraged and assisted by such eminent sci- there was, you may depend upon it, a "boom in 
The progress made in the further development of entists as our chairman of this evening. oil." 
lighthouse burners during the period when sperm and While Dr. Young was pursuing his investigation In 1874, the Lighthouse Board investigated and ex­
colza were the illuminants is worthy of notice, as the 
I 
with the Boghead mineral, the French lighthouse au- perimented; they tried a great number of mineral oils, 
additional knowledge gained had doubtless a great deal thorities were making trial of oil extracted by distilla- and in the end resolved to have petroleum of a certain 
to do with the further utilization of oil for lighthouses. tion from the bituminous schists of the Department of quality. It took several years to change their burners, 
The Argand principle had to be adapted to new con- Allier, and found it possible to burn the oil in a single- but ultimately, I believe in 1879. all were adapted, and 
ditions when the lens system of Fresnel came into use. wicked lamp invented by a M. Maris. The result of lard oil became a thing of the past so far as light­
Previously the great beacon lights on our coasts had the trials was that a few small harbor lights were illu- house illumination is concerned. 
been produced by a number of single-wicked Argand minated with this oil. Some accidents occurred which In Canada the petroleum obtained in the Dominion 
burners, each placed in a reflector. If the light was had the effect of alarming the authorities, and of had been in use for lighthouse lamps before 1870. In 
meant to be fixed, i. e., continuously shining, showing causing its use to be proceeded with very cautiously, those days Canada was less advanced than she now is, 
with equal effect all over the arc to be illuminated, the and it was for several years confined to single-wicked and her coast lights were of a somewhat primitive 
lamps and reflectors would be suitably arranged around lamps. character, although probably sufficiently effective for 
a cylindrical framework, so that their rays should pro- In 1868 Captain Doty, who had given some attention the purposes required. The lighthouses were simple 
ceed continuously in the direction required; but if the to the subject of mineral oil burning, came upon the structures, built of wood from the forests close by; the 
light were to be revolving or flashing, a certain num- scene, and put himself in communication with various burners of simple construction in reflectors; the oil 
ber of the lamps and reflectors would be fixed on each lighthouse authorities. On his introduction by the late from the nearest source. Under the energetic direction 
face of a polygonal framework, and the whole frame- Emperor Napoleon III. to the Frenchauthority,he sub- of Mr. William Smith, the Deputy Minister of Marine, 
work set in rotation, whereby each group of lamps on mitted burners with three and four concentric wicks, many of the lights were subsequently improved by the 
a face would send out a beam of their combined rays, which he alleged were suitable for burning the new min- adoption of the large four-wicked concentric burners, 
and each beam would successively travel over the sea- eral oil, and in 1869 at La Canche lighthouses a trial of but it was then found that the Canadian petroleum 
ward arc requiring to be illuminated. This is, as you the Doty lamp with schist oil, as then supplied, was was not suitable for these large burners, as under the 
doubtless are aware, known as the catoptric system made in comparison with a colza lamp. But although great heat developed the wicks were carbonized and 
of illumination. It is in operation at only a very few good results as regards the mineral oil burner followed capillary action checked. Now, I am informed, the 
lighthouses now, and these will probably be changed this trial, the further application of this illuminant for oil for these burners is supplied from New York. 
to the more perfect or lens system in due course. On lighthouse purposes was not proceeded with, owing to The use of mineral oil for lighthouses has not ex­
board lightships, ,however, the Argand lamps and re- the fear of accident by explosion with the schist oils tended very rapidly in other British colonies. To this 
flectors have to be retained. in consequence of the then in the market, the uneasiness being increased by day colza is largely employed; but as prejudices against 
movements of the vessel renderingJenticular adjust- a report made at the time by the chairman of the United the use of mineral oils die out, and the freight for such 
ment very difficult and costly. With the dioptric States Lighthouse Board, that though mineral oil was oils (unreasonably kept up as regards lighthouse oils 
system one large burner only is used, placed in the abundant in their country, it was not thought advisable on the ground of danger) is lowered, and also as the 
center of the lighthouse lantern and surrounded by a to use it in lighthouses there on account of its inflam- petroleum found in various parts of the world is 
structure of glass lenses and prismsl.,the use of which mability. It is. possible that the schist oil was either brought into practical account, we may expect mineral is no doubt familiar to all. When J!'resnel was com- inherently of inferior quality to the Scotch paraffin oil to displace all others. 
pleting the application of his lens system, the necessity or was badly made. But, however that may be, Young's For those to whom the terms paraffin and petroleum 
arose of providing a larger and more powerful burner Paraffin Light and Mineral Oil Company, which was are confusing, let me say that paraffin oil is extracted 
than the single-wicked Argand, and, in conjunction at that time in existence, submitted to the French au- from bituminous shale, a� I have before described, 
with his friend, M. Arago, he produced an enlarge- thorities the paraffin oil manufactured by them, and as while petroleum exists in the earth as a crude oil, and 
ment of the Argand burner, having four concentric a result of the trial made it was found that the Scotch is drawn therefrom in a liquid state. Speaking gener­
wicks. With all the four wicks alight the flame of oil was less inflammable and dangerous and a better ally, it may be said that the crude oil resulting from 
this burner was about 4 in. high and about 3)i in illuminant than the schist oil then in use in single- the destructive distillation of shale is somewhat similar 
diameter. Each wick was independent of the others, wicked lamps. in character to the crude petroleum oil. There are, of 
air spaces separating the circular wick cases! and the They further made a careful examination of the rela- course, many differences in detail among all mineral 
oil was supplied to the wicks by hydrostatIC or me- tive merits of this oil as compared with all the mineral oils, but taking them as crude oils from which burning 
chanical pressure. In such burners both sperm and oils of Frenchorigin, with the result that the superiority oils have to, be obtained, we may consider the question 
colza oils were freely used, and up to the year 1872 no of the Scotch paraffin was conclusively proved, and in of how a safe oil for lighthouse purposes can be and 
greater number of wicks than four were employed in JanuarY,1870, a three years' contract was made with is produced. These crude oils are subjected to some­
any burner, and colza oil was in general use in all Young's company to supply the oil required .. In 1873 what similar processes for their refinement. It has 
British lighthouses. we find that the Commission des Phares gave the been stated that the section of the distillate devoted to 
Sir Lyon Playfair, who has shown his appreciation order for the substitution of mineral oil for colza in all burning oils consists of a mixture of hydrocarbons of 
of the importance of my subject and honored me by the French lighthouses, on the grounds that its cost was varying volatility ; the early portion of the distillate is 
presiding this evening, will well remember calling the one-half that of colza; that with proper tests on receipt therefore more volatile than the last portion, the for­
attention of Mr. James Young, in the year 1848, to the of the oil its safety could be insured; that the light mer having required less heat to vaporize it than the 
oozing out of some petroleum above a coal working at yielded by it was sUferior to that from colza, and the latter. Suppose, then, the section of burning oils 
Alfreton, in Derbyshire, and suggesting to him that it lamps with minera were more easily managed than has been obtained by the application of heat from 300° 
might possibly afford a profitable subject for inves- those burning colza. The burners used were those of F. to 600° F., this section may be cut up into further 
tigation. From that suggestion most important and Doty and Lepaute, the former gentleman receiving, in divisions, the first part of which would consist of light 
valuable results have emanated. That particular recognition of his efforts, a grant from the French gov- oils, with a specific gravitv of from 0'790' to 0'810' and 
supply of petroleum quickly gave out, but not until ernment, in addition to the price of any burners sup- a flashing point, as regards paraffin, of from 90' F. to 
Mr. Young had, after careful observation, formed a plied�:y him. 105' F., and as regards ordinary petroleum, from 73' to 
theory as to how it had been formed. This theory he In tnIs country, the question of using mineral oil in 90' F. Such light oils as these are mostly used by the 
subjected to experiment; he followed what he believed lighthouses had been under consideration before 1868; general public for ordinary burning purposes, and are 
to be the natural process by which the petroleum had indeed, both the English and Scotch lighthouse au- retailed in this and other countries. 
been formed, and by the slow distillation of coal he pro- thorities had for some time been inquiring and work- In refining crude petroleum a very large fraction of 
duced a liquid (now known as crude oil) somewhat ing at the subject. It is right to say that the inter- the burning oil section consists of this light oil, and 
similar to that which had oozed out at Alfreton. The vention of Captain Doty in the· investigation and the refiners are naturally desirous of disposing profit­
yield of liquid from a ton of coal was about fifty or I competition helped the matter forward considerably. ably of this oil, which might, if not available for 
Hixty gallons; but subsequently Dr. Young's attention I At first, he submitted to the Trinity Board only a I illuminating purposes, remain on their hands as more wall drawn to the Torbanehill or Bogbead bituminous single-wicked Argand b urner, adapted for burning or less a waste product. The trade in American 
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petroleum i s  now a large and important one, but was I the paraffin in use, and to burn i t  in the large burners 
young and undeveloped when the Petroleum Acts of I necessitated a raising of the constant level, and a 1862, 1868 1871 and 1879 were passed, and the framers . little different adjustment in the burners. Sir James 
of those Acts may have thought it desirable to so far 1 Douglass quickly recognized the value of this oil, and 
encourage this trade by lessening to a minimum the I after a practical trial had been made of it in the lamps 
restrictions upon those light oils being brought into on board the Goodwin Light Vessel, it was resolved to 
and freely distributed throughout the country. In proceed further. Colza was still the illuminant at 
these Acts the oil indicated as dangerous, and as re- rock lighthouses and on board lightships ; this new oil 
quiring to be specially restricted as regards its trans- could be supplied at about one-fourth the price paid 
port and storage in this country, is that which give� off for colza, cou�d be burned more easi�y in the adjus�ed 
inflammable vapor at It temperature below 73 F. lamps, was hked by the lamp trImmers as bemg 
(Abel test), while all oils flashing at or above that cleaner and more easily managed, and could not be­
t,�mperature are not regarded as dangerous by Act of come dangerous until heated to 250' F. With all 
Parliament. The consequence ill, this country is prac- these recommendations, it is not surprising that the 
tically flooded with American oil, of which a very Trinity House, with the concurrence of the Board of 
large proportion gives off inflammable vapors at tem- Trade, arranged that this oil should be used at all 
peratures between 73' and 80' F., which oils, in my lighthouse and lightship stations where colza was then 
humble judgment, are essentially dangerous, no mat- in use. 
petroleum, are now installed at the lighthouses of 
Coquet, Whitby, and Bishop Rock, Scilly ; and ten. 
wick burners are established at the lighthouses on the 
Casquets in the Channel Islands, and Round Island, 
Scilly. 
In clear weather, seven of the inner wicks of the 
10-ring burner and five of the 8-ring burner are sup­
pressed, the full power of each being employed only 
when the atmosphere is thickened by fog,.! mist, or snow. The candle powers of the unassisted names of each 
burner with mineral oil are as follows : 
Trinit.y House Dougla.s single-wicked burner . . . . . .  . 20 candles 








... . . . .  83.S 
... . . . .  1.500 
... . . . .  2.215 
tel' in what improved or safety lamps they may be On further inquiry, it was found that if there were a 
used. Temperatures of 73' to 800 F. are frequently demand for sucli oil, there would soon be a supply to The old four-wicked Fresnel burner, with oolza oil, 
experienced in SUlllluer weather, and then these oils meet it. The Thompson & Bedford Company, of gave 230 candles. 
evolve their vapor. Again, in a lamp burning with New York, were the first to put the oil into the mar- In connection with the oil burners, I must not omit 
this light oil, the condudion of heat from the burning ket, but other companies have proved since that no to refer to the very important question of the cotton 
point to the oil receptacle may quite possibly raise firm has -a monopoly of the supply of this oil. The wicks employed as a vehicle for carrying the oil up to 
the metal, or other material inclosing the oil. to a tem- Broxburn Oil Company sell paraffin oil of similar the burning point. With sperm and colza oils a rather 
perature above 73 'j and this heat, communicated to the character, and other Scotch companies are prepared hard, closely woven wick was in use, and as nearly the 
oil, would cause it to vaporize, and the space above to supply it if required. The Trinity House at once whole of the wick was steeped in oil, only about % of an 
the surface �f the oil, if ignited there, would cause an proceeded to adapt all the remaining colza burners inch being above the constant level, its texture and 
explosion, and if the lamp were upset, the oil would for burning this new oil, and have progressed so much suitability for promoting capillary action were not of 
most probably immediately inflame, on coming into that, instead of taking a contract for 300 tons of colza, great consequence. But when paraffin was introduced, 
contact with the burning wick. From the point of as used to be the case. the quantity to be taken this the nature of the oil rendered it necessary to alter the 
view of danger, I venture to think too much reliance year will probably not exceed 10,000 gallons, if any is mode of burning. Being so much more volatile than 
is placed upon special safety lamps, and too little con- taken at all. Such mineral oil as this is, indeed, safe, the animal and vegetable oils, it would have been 
sideration is given to the inherently dangerous nature and ought to commend itself to the public at large. It dangerous to bring the constant level of the paraffin 
of the oil used. I fear many, if not the majority, of has been stated that oil of this character develops very near to the flame, and the oil would not have 
the accidents which have happened with mineral oil more heat in burning than the low test oil. If this were been consumed satisfactorily. It was, however, fortu­
lamps have been due to the fact that large quantities really the case, there would still be such a large mar- nately discovered that this oil had great capillarity or 
of low flashing oil are sent unrestricted into the mar- gin of safety in the oil that it could not be of material creeping power (a peculiarity which is sufficient to 
kets of this country, and distributed for sale to all the consequence. But, from trials made by myself and explain what has often been called the sweating of 
retail shops in the United Kingdom. Oilll of the char- others, it does not aJ;lpear that there is a greater de- metal and glass receptacles of this oil), and that if the 
acter here referred to would never be used in light- velopment of heat wIth the high test oil as compared wick were immersed up to a point two or three inches 
house or lightship, on account of the serious risk with low flashing oils. below the top, the oil would rise in it by capillary action 
which would be incurred of accidental conflagration. I made a trial, a few days ago, of five mineral oils up to the burning point. To facilitate this action it 
In the majority of cases of refining petroleum no burning in domestic lamps of similar construction, and was necessary to displace the old closely woven wick 
such section as above referred to is cut off, the whole took the temperature of the oil in the reservoir of for one of looser texture and of a spongy character. In 
of the fractions of burning oils, from light to heavy, each after five hours' burning, the bulb of the ther- the investigation of this particula.r branch of the sub­
being mixed together. But, in the case of paraffin mometer being kept in the oil the whole period. ject, Sir James Douglass informs me that a great deal 
manufacture\ after the light oils are cut off, then what The results are shown in this table: of the success attained is due to Mr. Henry Defries, ;s known as lighthouse oil-of specific gravity 0 '810 to who expended a large amount of time and made many 
0 '820 and minimum flashing point 145' F. -is cut off. Flashing Temperature experiments in his efforts to produce a satisfactory 
This is the kind of mineral oil which has been in use Oil used. point. of oil after 5 wick. His perseverance and intelligent perception of 
by the British lighthouse authorities for the past 18 (Abel test.) hI'S. burning. the requirements were ultimately rewarded, and a wick 
years ; and the several firms who annually tender for Deg. Deg. was produced in every way suitable for mineral oil 
the supply of this oil are fully aware of the require- 1. High test petroleum . .  , . 248 86 consumption. The theory of using a wick is  that it 
ments. It does not appear to have been considered by 2. Paraffin lighthouse . . . . . .  154 86 should not be b'll'ned ; it should act merely as a vehicle 
the American petroleum firms worth their while to 3. Water white petroleum. . 114 87 for bringing up oil to be converted into vapor, and 
compete with the Scotch companies for this special 4. Russian petroleum . . . .. . . 86 85 this vapor only should be burned. That is the theory, 
business, although tenders are invariably invited by 5. Standard white petroleum 76 88 but the practice ralls short of it. Most wicks get burned 
public advertisement. It does not seem that there and carbonized more or less. And what is the conse-
should be any very great difficulty in supplying I then applied a flame to the filling hole of each suc- quence ? With carbonized wicks the tendency is for 
American petroleum to Illeet the requirements of the cessively, and from the first three there was no indica- the gas-making action to be arrested, because the 
lighthouse boards, but they probably are not dis- tion of vapor, although the flame was put completely charred and cindered part of the wick offers a decided 
posed to cut out of their distillates the limited frac- into the reservoir. On applying the flame to the fourth, obstruction to the upward passage of the oil to the 
tions of the burning oils section which would be there was a slight indication of disturbance; but on flame. If the oil cannot get past this obstruction, the 
necessary. Probably the same :reasons apply in some applying it to the fifth, an explosion immediately took flame cannot be maintained. it gradually diminishes, 
measure to the refiners of Russian oil. Several samples place, a tongue of flame shooting up from the filling and before long goes out. Moreover, the burning of 
have been sent for testing, but the flashing point in hole about a foot long, and the flame of the burnf'r the wick itself communicates heat to the metal of the 
each case was below the specified limit, and in the was forced up the chimney by the pressure of the ex- wick case, and with a volatile oil this would introduce 
test lamps at the Trinity House the flame was inclined ploding gas in the oil in the reservoir. This proves a rather serious element of danger. 
to be a little smoky, and fell off after seven hours' that, with No. 5 oil, having a flashing point of 76' F., In this connection I may, perhaps, conveniently call 
burning. But it may be hoped that the Baku man- the oil in the reservoir was heated to 88'. and a large your attention to what appears to be an important de­
agel's will send anothel' sample taken from a narrower quantity of inflammable vapor had formed which was parture taken by the Broxburn Oil Company. Out of 
cut out of the best portion of their burning oil dis- stored in the reservoir, and which inflamed violently the burning oils section of their distillate from crude 
tillate. on applying a lighted taper. paraffin they cut a narrow fraction of oil of a very 
The paraffin referred to is quite safe to use in light- This is a result which deserves the careful considera- homogeneous character, with a very limited range of 
houses, and with burners of six and eight wicks. In tion of all users of mineral oils. Suppose, while this boiling points, but flashing at 1000 F. This oil, it is 
these large burners the oil in the wick cases is main- storage of oil vapor exists in the lamp. the oil in the found, lends itself to more perfect combustion than any 
tained by regulated pressure at a constant level about reservoir requires replenishing. The filling hole will mineral oil yet known. The processes of creeping up 
three inches below the burner tips, where it is found perhaps be opened, and the inflammable vapor liber- the wick, of forming and burning the oil vapor, are so 
that the heat of 1200 F. is not reached. Just above ated ; it might then ascend to the flame through the perfectly effected that the wick itself is not carbonized, 
the position where it is necessary to maintain the con- air holes, or a lighted taper or match brought near, to and only requires renewing at very long intervals. The 
stant level, the wick cases are drilled with small holes, show how much oil to be poured in ;  in either case the lamp you see burning here was lighted on Thursday 
so as to enable the oil to overflow if it should rise consequences might be very serious. last, at 12 o'clock, and has not been put out since that 
above the proper level. As a matter of fact, the pres- Other experiments, carried out in greater detail, have time. Every morning the oil cistern has been rep len­
sure causes the oil to have a constant tendency to rise. been made in this direction, from which similar results ished, but neither the wick nor the light are materially 
Thus a constant overflow is established, whereby cool were obtained. The three oils which give off no vapor affected. 
oil is continually supplied to the wicks, and prevents show that safe mineral illuminants are obtainable On the 30th of June last, an Argand burner with this 
the metal at that point from becoming unduly heated. either of petroleum or paraffin, and that the lighthouse oil was lighted at 8 A. M., and burned day and night 
I took the temperature of the overflow oil of a ten- authorities are enabled to use it without risk and with- continuously until the 22d July, when it was put out 
wick burner recently, and found it was 1080 F. The out difficulty. The introduction of t�.is oil has enabled for want of oil. It hurned 532 hours continuously, and 
lamp was being worked with only a little oil, and the Sir James Douglass to perfect his burners of all classes ; at the end the wick, which is now on the table, was clean, 
overflow oil was flowing back to the reservoir, the and the Trinity Board have arranged that the modifif'd with very little char upon it. 
temperature of oil in the reservoir being 940 F. At burners which have been displacing the colza lamps In certain conditions this Hlay be a very valuable 
neither of these temperatures could inflammable ashore and afloat shall be in every case more powerful ; kind of oil for lighthouses, but its flashing point is low 
vapor be given off, and therefore the oil was as safe as and the result is that, while the lights shown for the for such service. For domestic lamps it may possibly 
it could be. Oil is quite safe until it begins to evolve mariner's benefit have been vastly improved, the cost be applied very usefully, for many would consider it a 
vapor. Prevent vapor forming in your lamp, except of producing these lights has been considerably de- great advantage to keep one wick in a lamp for weeks 
at the burning point, and you have nothing to fear. creased as compared with the colza lights ; while the together without trimming or renewing it. Here is a 
This you can achieve by using oil which will not vapor- element of safety has been preserved by the adoption domestic lamp which Mr. Love, the manager of the 
ize until it reaches a temperature of say 1200 F. Dur- of oils which may be consumed in the largest burners Broxburn Oil Company, to whom I am indebted for 
ing the eighteen years paraffin has been in use in without risk. much useful information, has had under trial for three 
English lighthouses only one serious accident has hap- It may be interesting to note that by the change to weeks ; the wick has not been changed, the lamp has 
pened, and that was due to mismanagement on the mineral oil the illuminants for sea lights have succes- been lighted every morning and burned for about seven 
part of a keeper. sively been obtained from animal, vegetable, and hours, the reservoir being filled daily. Sir James 
For lighthouses on isolated rocks at sea, and on mineral sources and that the cost per gallon has de- I Douglass is sanguine that he can successfully use this 
board lightships, even the paraffin with flashing scended in the three stages from about 6s. to 3s., and to • oil for illuminating a new lighthouse shortly to be 
point of 145' has not been regarded as suitable. The ls. 4d. At the present time paraffin of the quality re- : placed at the entrance of the River Usk in Monmouth­
consequences of an accidental firing of the oil in a rock quired and high test petroleum can be obtained at shire. This light will not be under the constant at­
lighthouse might be very disastrous, and the Trinity about 6d. per gallon. With this great decrease in cost, tendance of a keeper, and the supply of oil to the 
House Corporation with their engineer have not been the question of the relative consumption of colza and burner will be automatic, a reducing valve being in­
willing to encourage the possibility of this risk. On mineral oil is practically unimportant, but, as a matter troduced between the oil reservoir and the burner to 
hoard a lightship, where there is a number of swinging of fact, it is found that in similar burners there is render the flow uniform. A further project Sir James 
lamps in the lantern at the masthead, which in bad rather less mineral oil consumed to maintain a maxi- has in view is to use this oil for the illumination of 
weather, as the vessel rolls and labors in the sea, are mum flame than with colza. The increased power of buoys at sea, instead of storing in them compressed 
subject to violent oscillations and jerks whereby the lights necessarily involves an increased consumption of gas as now. This project is, however, at present only 
oil is frequently spilled, and in very severe weather oil, but the cheapness of the oil makes the additional in the region of experiment. 
sometimes thrown about the lantern, it has not been 'I expenditure a matter of small account. This leads me to mention another kind of mineral 
considered desirable to use the Scotch paraffin ; al- It may be freely admitted that those who have striven oil light, which has proved very serviceable on the 
though in French lightships an oil of that character : with so much zeal and success to make gas lighting Swedish and Norwegian coasts, which has also been 
has been burned for some years. • available for lighthouses have by their efforts greatly adopted for lighting the Danube entrances, and in sev-
But in the year 1885 an oil was brought to the no- I stimulated the development of oil burners; and this de- eral instances in Scotland, a t  Stoneness in the River 
tice of the Trinity House with a flashing point of 250' I velopment has been favored, in a marked degree, by the I Thames. This light burns automatically without a 
F. (Abel test). This was an American petroleum, and I introduction of the safe mineral oils to which I have re- . wick at all, and is alight all day as well as all night. 
probably consisted of a portion cut out of the burning fer red. It was thought a great advance when the four- The light is produced by the combustion of very vola­
oil section rather late in the process of distillation of wicked burner was enlarged by two additional concen- I tile petroleum spirit, which gives off vapor at all tQm­
the crude oil. The promise of this oil was so favor- tric wicks ; but, since that was accomplished, burners peratures. The burner is fed antomatically from a 
a
. 
ble that careful trials were made with it, and excel- of 8 and 10 wicks have been perfected by Sir James II reservoir containing a sufficient q Ilantity of spirit to lent results as regards illuminating power were ob- Douglass. last until it is replenished-perhaps once a fortnight. tained from it. Its capillarity was a little less than Eight-wick burners, consuming paraffin 01' high test This light is visited occasionally, only to see that there 
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i s  a sufficient. st.ock o f  spirit i n  the reservoir, and that 
I
I the best of times i s  attended with much labor and /' the Lower Amazon, when. the milk o f  the rubber tree 
the automatic action is perfect. difficulty. begins to be fit for gathermg. 
80ft paraffin wax has also recently been submitted ! In concluding my paper, I beg to say that the ad- Each laborer rents from the trader a certain number 
for trial as to its suitability for lighthouse purposes. It ' vantageous position now occupied by the authorities of paths (estradas), so that he will have one hundred to 
is now being used in what are known as the Cera in respect to lighthouse oils is due mainly to the devel- I one hundred and fifty trees to work. The rent he is to 
lamps on board ships, and, to a limited extent, for do- opment of the mineral oil industry, through the enter- , pay to the trader is 20 per cent. of the rubber yielded 
mestic purposes. It has many advantages. When prise of Mr. James Young, and those who encouraged I by the paths he takes. It is, further, " swamp law " 
earefully freed from oil it requires less air for its com- and helped him in his early efforts; to the subsequent : that the gatherer is to obtain all his supplies from his 
bustion than other oils, and is therefore less liable to endeavors of those concerned in the mineral oil trade trader and turn in to him all his rubber. Each 
smoke under unfavorable conditions of burning. lIt gives to meet the requirements for lighthouses, etc.; and to gatherer has his own private mark, which he puts on 
more light than colza and other oils, is absolutely safe the desire of the lighthouse authorities, with their his rubber, and it is shipped to Para to the furnishing 
at a flashing point of 340" F. But it requires special officers, to avail themselves at all times of new meth- huuse, where it is weighed, and each gatherer is 
arrangements to keep it fluid, and trouble in melting ods and improvements for the benefit of the important credited with the market valup of the rubber on the 
it in the first instance. For lighthouse purposes it is service over which they have control. date of arrival. The trader is obliged by the " custom 
not obvious that it can compete with the mineral oils, made " swamp law to turn in to his furnishing house 
as now used, especially as regards price and facility of all the rubber which the gatherer has in like manner 
employing it; but the lighthouse authorities will no RUBBER GATHERING IN THE AMAZON been obliged to turn in to him. Peddlers in canoes 
doubt await further developments of the application of V ALLEY. visit the rubber gatherers, and by an easy game of hide 
this material with interest. and seek smuggle in provisions to the gatherers, and 
From time to time oils of various character have By JOSEPH O. KERBEY, Late United States Consul at smuggle away rubber, just as steamer captains carry 
been submitted for trial, with a view to their being Para. cash to purchase and smuggle away rubber from the 
used for lighthouse purposes; but the paraffin and high To get a correct idea of the modus operandi of traders, thus relieving the terrible monopoly which 
test petroleum have not been excelled, as regards effi- gathering and preparing the rubber, it is necessary to this credit system has thus rendered lawful. But the 
ciency and suitability, whilel in respect of economy have some notion of the circumstances and surround- relief is small, as the canoe peddlers do not peddle just 
they cannot be beaten. It Will, doul:itless, be observed ings, which also include the business customs and ways for the pleasure of peddling. 
that the Russian oils du not appear to have been of the city and forest people. The traders (negociantes) !  The provisions which the rubber gatherer receives 
brought seriously into competition with the paraffin in the rubber country are generally rough-and-ready , consist mostly of salt fish, jerked beef, salt, sugar, 
and high test American petroleum. Possibly it has Portuguese or Brazilians, the larger part of them with · coffee, mandioca meal and rum. The rum should have 
not been considered worth while to cut out of th e burn- little or no capital of their own when accounts are all 'I been placed first in the list and repeated with each 
ing oils produced the comparatively small quantity of balanced. item, for the average rubber gatherer never orders salt 
special oil adapted for lighthouse and lightship require- Very many of the rubber swamp claims " belong, " I fish without rum, nor jerked beef, nor salt, nor sugar, 
lllents; but there can be no doubt that the Trinity off and on to business houses in Para and Manaos. nor anything else without heading the list with rum 
House Corporation, and other lighthouse authorities, Thpse they are ready to sell or rent. They as a rule, (cachaca). These provisions have paid a profit of from 
will gladly welcome any further competitor to supply prefer the former as they often get the s�amp claim 25 to 50 per cent. or more to the furnishing house. 
their requirements; and I trust that the explanation of back again, thro�gh the failure or death of the pur- The trader also puts an equal profit for himself on the 
such requirements which I have offered to you this chaser, m a few years, and for, perhap§, a fifth part of price for the provisions. The freight is also no light 
evening may be of service in making more widely the price they sold it to him for. The unfortunate matter ; so that the rubber gatherer has to pay two, 
known the special needs of the service, and in possibly widow and orphans, when there are any, are shoved three, or four times the Para price for the plainest 
stimulating the production of still more efficient and out into the forest penniless. It is said that on the necessities of animal life. What the miserably fed 
economical illuminating agents. upper river the widow, if young and attractive, is swamp laborer pays for his mandioca meal, salt fish, 
The supply of crude petroleum all over the world is often bargained off to another trader, and the choice and rum would give him excellent boarding house fare 
very large, and, as the demand increases, the supply given her to become his mistress or die in the forest, or in almost any city in the United States. 
appears to be maintained; but should there come a worse. In addition to what has been said already concerning 
time when the liquid petroleum resources show signs The margins of the larger navigable rivers have been the exorbitance, justified in part by the great risks, 
of exhaustion, the manufacture of paraffin can be con- generally " prosr.ected, "  and the most valuable rubber but none the less oppressive upon the poor laborers, tinued, so as to supply the wants of the world for forests are now ' owned " by some one, although there the following translation from an article published by 
practically an unlimited period, seeing that bituminous are immense tracts of unexplored territory on innumer- the Conselheiro Paes de Andrade in the paper A Re­
shales exist in all parts of the globe in great abund- able small tributaries, to be reached by canoes or small publica, of Para, will help one to understand tho 
ance. It is much to be hoped that legislation will not steam launches. The first title of a rubber swamp is desperate fight which the poor rubber gatherer has to 
do anything to cripple these important trades, but will generally determined by discovery and first possession. make for his existence. The writer is also the author 
allow full and free facilities for the transport and stor- Frequently this remains the only title for years, and of a valuable series of articles on land property titles in 
age of all mineral oils which are admittedly safe for on the upper tributaries especially this is the case, the Para. He says : . 
general use, and will, at the same time, in the interests legal survey and purchase of the land from the govern- " The rubber gatherer obtains fabulous profits dur­
of the general public, put such restrictions on the ment being effected only when the land passes into ing four months of the year, that is, while he works ; 
traffic in, and the use of, oils which give off dangerous the hands of the capitalists who receive it in payment but he spends lavishly, without remembering the com-
vapors at temperatures below 1000 F. (Abel test) as of debt. ing winter. 
will prevent such oils being distributed all over the Meanwhile, the owner who pre-empted it must prove " From his first yeaT onward the laborer loses his 
country for general use. In the Inflammable Liquids his right to it by constant rifle vigilance. No one independence and mortgages his future. 
Bill of last session, the distinction drawn between dan- leaves his hut without his sixteen-charge repeating " Debt confronts him from the very start, which, gerous and safe oils did not appear to be so clear as it rifle. There exists a class of desperadoes or ' border instead of being paid off, grows upon him until the 
might be, and that the safe lighthouse oils as now used ruffians," called in the frontier language " capangas. " laborer is reduced to the necessity of a life of disguised 
would have been subjected to the restrictions applying Many of the traders, both owners and renters of rubber slavery. 
to really dangerous OIls. It might perhaps be desira- swamps, have their gangs of " capangas " who are " If he dislikes his employer because he maltreats 
ble to enact that every retailer of mineral oil should hired expressly for the purpose of maintaining the him, he is sold to another employer for one, two, or 
inform the buyer of the flashing point of the oil, for forest claim in question. Feuds often arise which at three contos of reis ($500 to $1,500). 
that is, without question, the one simple and intelli- last end in a massacre and burn-out. Mention is made " These sales are ma.de without cash payments, but 
gible test of its safety or otherwise. At the present of a case in which such a massacre was surprised by a the poor laborer is obliged to pay the debt with his 
time no one really knows what is sold over the counter steamer suddenly rounding a bend on the river Jurua. labor, and he remains perpetually enslaved ibecause he as mineral oil. Fortunately one woman had been tied to a tree to be continues to follow the same kind of a ife without 
[t may be of interest to state that the samples of all kept until after the trading station was fired. She paring up anything. oils submitted to the lighthouse authOrIties with tend- was rescued, and her testimony resulted in the arrest ' The business is bad for all concerned. 
ers are subjected to severe tests to insure only the very of thirty criminals implicated in the massacre. But " The capitalist, the furnishing merchanthtrusts his bost quality of oil being supplied. The burning test generally the attack is not so daring ; the night is capital to the venturous employer of labor, t e country 
la�ts 1� hours with0l!t break, an? no tri�ming of the chosen for the slaughter, and the criminals are unde- trader located in the rubber swamp, of wh!ch he is the 
Wicks IS allowed durmg that perIod. WhIle the burn- tected, thou?h not usually unknown. It is a common owner or renter, and he bears the expenditures of the ing test is going un, photometrical observations are saying that ' he who has rubber will not go to jail." - rubber gatherer, for whom he has paid an enormous 
Illade after 4, 8, 12, and 16 hours, the mean of all being Sometimes there is more formality even in the at- debt to his former employer. 
taken to indicate the real value of the illuminating tack, and something like the rules of civilized warfare ., If rubber brings a good price-that is, if the year is 
power of the oil as burned in the test laillps. Of mineral ) are observed. Capt. Guilherme G. Hoepfner, of the good-the employer of the laborers saves himself and 
oils the specific gravity and flashing Roint are carefully steamer Eufrosina, a few years ago, witnessed a formal the capitalist, but the laborer remains always enslaved ; 
ascertained, and each oil is subjecteu to fractional dis- battle between two gangs of capangas, headed by their but if the year is financially bad, the capitalist breaks ; 
tillation to show the range of temperature at which the employers, who were disputing the right to build a the tricky trader changes his house, and gets his new 
whole is distilled over, and the proportions distilling in shanty for trading supplies at the confluence of two furnisher to buy for a third of their value the paper of 
uniform fractions between those limits. For paraffin little rivers. The captain spent nearly the whole night the unfortunate man who broke, and he goes to pay 
the specified rang'e is between 3020 and 5720 F.; for before trying to persuade the stronger party to leave up all his debit to the liquidators of the broken house, 
the heavy mineral oil a much narrower range is spec i- the other in the rightful possession of the point of land thus profiting by the misfortune of the one who helped 
lied, viz., between 53D" and 660" F. Further tests are he had proper possession of, but to no avail. In the him on. 
made as to the oil remaining liquid at a low tempera- morning more than 2,000 shots were exchanged across " Meanwhile no discount is made on the debts of 
ture ; as to the effect of the 16 hours' burning on the the little river from the repeating rifles, all of which the laborers, of whom he then becomes master and 
wieks; as to the relative consumption, and a compari- resulted in one bullet hole through the shirt of the possessor, often exercising his lordship even over the 
�on with the sample of the oil accepted in the preced- leader of the attacking party. He immediatelr stuck poor man's family." 
mg year. When a contract is made for the oil supply up a piece of white cloth on a stick from behmd his The above quotation reveals but a small part of the 
every delivery under such contract is carefully tested stump, and the firing (,leased. A few minutes later he , crookedness that is practiced in the rubber swamps. 
to determinp that oil supplied is in all respects equal was in his canoe with his capangas and paddling un- What the Conselheiro has stated is all " legitimate " 
to the sample upon which the contract was taken, and molested down the stream in retreat. business in rubber circles, and censured only by the 
no oil is accepted which does not in all respects come Such was the state of things formerly on the Lower sufferers and such high-minded men as he. The con­
up to the contract sample. When very high-priced Amazon, but law has gradually taken the place of fessedly fraudulent methods of cheating and robbing, 
min�ral or veget.able oils were the illuminating agents brute force as far as land titles are concerned. which the perpetrators prefer not to confess, are mul­for lighthouses, It was necessary to keep a strict watch Now, when a man decides to go into business as a titudinous. 
�m the expenditure. On the one hand it was requisite to trader, having but little capital, as is the case most The rubber gatherer rolls out of his hammock as 
msure that a proper quantity of oil was used each frequently, he goes to some one of the native business soon as it is light in the morning, takes his gulp of rum 
!light to maintain an efficient light; and on the other houses which deal directly with the traders and are and his calabash of coffee, starts out to visit his rubber 
It was necessary to prevent waste, or possibly fraudu- called " casas a viadoras, " or " furnishing houses. " trees. He wears a short pair of breeches, and some­
lent dealing with so costly a commodity. Therefore a With the firm he makes a bargain to take one of their times a shirt. He goes barefoot, for he must wade 
very elaborate system of accounting for every gill sent I rubber swamp claims and work it for one or more through the swamp mud and ooze of the tide up to his to the lighthouse was introduced and is kept up to this seasons for a stipulated compensation. He gathers up knees, and often up to his waist in water. He takes a 
lhy, although the value involved is very small now as a number of persons-Indians, negroes, half-breeds, basket fullof earthenware gill cups, a hunk of adhesive 
compared With former days. The maintenance of a white men-any sort of fellows that he can induce to clay and a little narrow-bladed hatchet. 
never-failing supply of oil at each station is one of the go with him for the season. He obtains on credit from If he adopts the most approved method of tapping the 
most important obligatIOns of the officers of the Light- the firm supplies for his company and goes to the trees, he reaches as high as he can with his hatchet, 
house Boards, and to. the credit of the service it may swamp. He probably finds the principal shanty (bar- making an incision in the bark, but not reaching �e stated that there IS no instance on record of a racao) still standing from the previous year ; but the th:r;ough to the wood. The milk immediately begins 
I!ghthouse. or a lightship having been unable to show thatch roof will need some mending or renewing, as to issue in rapid drops or little streams. With a spat lights at mght through want of oil. also the wattle and daub sides. This will be the of the adhesive clay he immediately fastens one of 
In the majority of cases the mineral oil is kept at the trader's headquarters for proviSioning his rubber his little gill clay cups just below the bleeding gash, 
stations !n tin-lined iron.cisterns, but Sir James Doug- gatherers. The men will build their huts for their own and moulds the clay so as to make all the rubber milk lass has m some recent mstances recommended under- shelter. These are near the river brink, usually. Poles flow into the cup. Three such gashes, at equal dis­
g�ound tanks built with rubble and cement, and lined are driven into the mud and on these a floor of small tances around the tree, and at an equal height, is tho 
With sheet lead. Such tanks are designed to contain palm trunks is laid. Taller poles support a palm rule. The next day he will make three more gashes 
at least twelve months' oil, and where they are con- 1 hatch roof, and the hut is considered finished. If any in the same way, just a little below these three! and so 
structed have given much satisfaction. of them have brought a woman along, they may make continue, until by the end of the season he wIll have 
Th� annual deliveries of oil to the stations on the a room for her convenience by partitioning off part of reached the level of the ground. Each of his 100 or 150 
English coast are made by the attendant steamers. the floor with palm leaves. In two or three days their trees is treated in the same way, and he returns home 
One in particular is detailed for the mineral oil busi- homes are finished and they turn their attention to the after having traveled from three to five miles, barefoot 
ness. Consignments of varying quantities are made to forest paths, which they must clear out and open to and almost naked, through thorny thicket and malaria 
be taken on board this vessel at different ports, and reach the rubber trees ; for since the previous season steaming swamp. 
the small steamer takes to each lighthouse ItS annual they have been overgrown by the luxurious tropical I' When he reacbes his hut again he takes another gulp supply. The work of delivering the oil is often de- vegetation. from the demijohn, snatches a breakfast of salt fish layed or made hazardous hy the weather, and at It is the closing of the rainy seasou, May or June, on and mandioca meal, which are often mouldy from the 
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